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Comparison of SAW, CTD and Conventional Digital Devices

G. D. O’Clock, Jr.
Rockwell International
Anaheim, California

Summary. - Two solid state technologies, which help to make certain types of signal
processors, bandpass filters and matched filters more realizable and practical, will be
evaluated and compared in this paper. Both of the technologies of interest have been
developing over the past nine years. Both approaches can provide design simplicity, small
size and low cost potential on a volume production basis.

One of the technologies revolves around surface acoustic waves (SAW) and provides the
potential for analog signal processing and filtering from 3 MHz thru 2 GHz.

The surface acoustic wave (SAW) device is a passive electro-acoustic component that has
metallized interdigital transducer elements on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate. The
device allows acoustic energy to be generated, manipulated and detected on the substrate
surface. An electro-acoustic device employs phonon propagation, or vibrations associated
with a materials crystal lattice structure, as the basis energy-transport mechanism.
Electrical energy is converted into acoustic energy by the materials piezoelectric
properties. In the case of the acoustic surface-wave device, most of the energy is confined
to a region within one wave length of the surface of the substrate.

The other technology involves the transfer of charge, utilizing a multiphase clocking
scheme as the energy propagation mechanism, in a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
medium. MOS charge transfer technology currently offers the potential for signal
processing and filtering in the range of approximately 100 Hz to 60 MHz.

Charge transfer devices are analog, sampled data delay line integrated circuits (presently
utilizing silicon technology). Charge transfer devices operate by transferring charge
undirectionally between potential wells created at a semiconductor/oxide interface.

Surface acoustic wave and charge transfer device technologies provide approaches that
can ultimately provide low prime power cost effective methods to accomplish a wide
variety of filter and pre-processor functions. Both technologies offer significant size and
power consumption reductions compared with conventional analog or digital techniques. 



Also, both technologies offer a medium in which programmability or adaptability can be
achieved.

SAW and CTD technologies are complementary in many respects. SAW devices offer
high frequency and wide bandwidth capabilities. The primary SAW limitation is delay time
due to piezoelectric crystal substrate length limitations. CTDs can provide milliseconds of
delay but are presently soemwhat frequency and bandwidth limited with standard silicon
MOS technology.

SAW and CTD technologies can provide filter and processor functional elements that have
been previously impractical with standard analog or digital techniques.

It appears that SAW technology will migrate toward specific band-pass filter and matched
filter applications which involve high-frequences and some programmability or
adaptability. CTDs will operate in the IF or video frequency range in applications requiring
long delay, storage or integration times with a high degree of adaptability.


